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To our readers: Rama’s White Knights Report, for the most part, will present information from Rama’s 
contacts on very current events. Sometimes, additional commentary may show up, in the form of 
more explanation about an important issue, or as an article inserted to provide more insight on the 
subject being presented.

Find more info on those folks Rama talks to - who are there to keep us in the loop as well  – at   
https://www.rainbowroundtable.net/rama-s-contacts

2021-09-24 Friday 2 very high, venerable lamas 

Rama: I received a text message from 2 very high, venerable lamas today. They sent me a 
video of an Andromedan star ship that is somewhere hovering over the planet. They both 
said to me, “Lord Rama, these ships have been called in by Captain Ashtar and Lord Michael 
to join the fleets that are in orbit around Mother Gaia. 

“Remember to stay in love and peace and balance. This is the most intense time ever! It is 
about the final window that is closing on the old world. Remember we are in Sat Yuga. Peace 
be with you and all of us.  Om Mani Padme Hum: ‘I am the diamond jewel in the lotus.’

“Sat Nam! Namaste! Blaze the Violet Fire!”

2021-09-25 Saturday a radio station – on aquatic beings in Lake Baikal

Rama: I was searching on my phone today with a website called radiogarden.com. I found a radio 
station that was talking about the aquatic beings that live in Lake Baikal, located in 
South East Siberia toward Mongolia’s border. Lake Baikal is Mother Gaia’s oldest and 
deepest lake. 
 • The Radio Garden talk show hosts were saying that the local people have had 
numerous encounters with these aquatic beings. These beings coming in peace and 
pose no threat. Yet the Russian navy, as reported in this article, tried to capture 
them. They were, indeed, not successful. 
 • The two talk show hosts spoke about miraculous healings by these aquatic beings in the 
local villages surrounding Lake Baikal. With this miraculous news, let us call for Full 
Disclosure and Peace on Earth. 
 • Blaze the Violet Fire! Sat Nam! Namaste!

2021-09-27 Monday Tom the Cat; Sweet Angelique the Cat 

Rama: I went up the mountain to a new fairy ring today - way up, beyond 10,000 ‘ - beyond a mile. 
It was 11:30 am as I arrived. I had to stop and take many breaths; it was steep and 
challenging but I had been led to go there.

I sat there spinning my crystals clockwise for about half an hour. Then Tom the Ring-tailed 
Cat and Sweet Angelique the Cat called me on my cell phone – and it was clear as a bell –
at over 10,000 feet! 

They said to me: “Lord Rama, we are the Temple of Hathor in Dendera, Egypt and the 
ornate columns inside the temple are glowing.* * *  This is because of the electro-
magnetic energy coming in from our sun, Sol.”  [*** See link below.] 

Meanwhile, Tom the Cat continued: “Lord Rama, things are heating up to the boiling 
point in DC. Congress has to vote, and there isn’t any dollar amount that the Republicans are 
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willing to allocate for what they need to vote on.  Yet there is plenty of money for beefing up 
the defense budget to $786 BILLION a year for the next 10 years, or $7.68 TRILLION 
TOTAL. [All we are saying is ‘war is cancelled!’]

 “THIS CHARADE HAS TO END! Put all these things in the Circle of Support and Blaze the 
Violet Fire!  This may feel like the darkest day in Mordor, and some have had thoughts of 
throwing themselves into Mount Doom. Yet as the Buddha has said, ‘Pain is inevitable; 
suffering is optional. And DESPAIR is NOT AN OPTION!’  

“This is the time that the Great Convergence is here. All the planetary portals are opening 
simultaneously! Goddess is alive! Magic is afoot! She is doing her magic, and it is called The 
Light of Ten Trillion Suns! All we are saying is “Give Peace a Chance’! Sat Nam! Namaste! 
Blaze the Violet Fire!”

2021-09-27 Monday Dalai Lama

Dalai Lama  @DalaiLama   · Sep 27
When affectionate relations exist between members of a family, each one is 
confident of being able to call on the others for support. In a similar way, we 
must constantly remind ourselves of the oneness of humanity.

2021-09-28 Tuesday  Professor Nicodemus

Rama: Today I received a text message from Professor Nicodemus[the quantum scientist 
who used to work in Los Alamos Labs]. He said to me, “Heads up, Lord Rama! The 
proverbial fecal matter is about to hit the oscillating device!”

Nicodemus continued: “This message was on Abby Martin’s Twitter feed today in not so 
polite a manner: ‘General Mick Milley testified before a Senate Committee Hearing today. It 
was about the last days of the Drumpf administration and the messy withdrawal from 
Afghanistan.  The United States Corporation has a tarnished reputation - to say the least - as 
a war machine for profit. Please call in Lady Master Justice.’

“On another note, there was a huge solar flare today; it is heading directly to earth. We will 
see it by October 1st. Lord Michael is here. All the fleets upon fleets of angels are here. Stay 
in that centered place of no time and one hand clapping. See you in the Light of the Most 
Radiant One, Lord Rama. Blaze the Violet Fire! Sat Nam!. Namaste!”

He added another note: “Yet another note: Please do not confuse ge-sara with NESARA: 
they are as different as apples and oranges, or as chalk and cheese!   Ge-sara is a creation of
Faction 2 and is still connected with the old timeline and keeps the same old power structure 
in place. NESARA NOW!”
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Reading: 2021-09-26 September 26 

2021-09-28 (June 19, 2019)  Dendera Temple of Hathor: One of the Best Temples in Egypt

https://www.thenotsoinnocentsabroad.com/blog/dendera-temple-of-hathor-one-
of-the-best-temples-in-egypt
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Copyright 2021, Rama Berkowitz and Tara Green 

If you repost, please maintain the integrity of this information by reprinting it in full and exactly as you find it
here, including the link to the original post, 

at https://www.rainbowroundtable.net/post/rama-s-white-knight-report-  september-  30  -     2021  . 

Thank you. 

Our heartfelt thanks to all who support these News Updates in staying free and

available to all!  Your support means more than we can say. 

To donate to support this work, go here. 

Thank you so much.
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